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Disclaimer
Although every care has been taken by Children 1st and
sportscotland in the preparation of this publication, no warranty
is given by Children 1st and sportscotland as to the accuracy or
completeness of the information contained within it. Children 1st
and sportscotland shall not be responsible or liable for any loss
or damage whatsoever arising by virtue of such information or
any instructions or advice within this publication or by any of the
aforementioned.
Copies of this document can be made available in other formats
and languages. Please contact the Safeguarding in Sport Service for
more information.
Copyright © Children 1st and sportscotland
This document is copyrighted under the Berne Convention. All
rights reserved. Apart from any fair dealing for the purposes of
private study, research, criticism or review, as permitted under the
Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988, no part of this publication
may be reproduced, (apart from the appendices and activities at
the back) stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted by any means,
electronic, electrical, chemical, mechanical, optical, photocopying,
recording or otherwise, without the prior written permission and
acknowledgement of the copyright owner.
Enquiries should be addressed to:
Children 1st
Academy Park
Unit 8000
Gower Street
Glasgow
G51 1PR
Tel: 0141 419 1156

sportscotland
Doges
Templeton on the Green
62 Templeton Street
Glasgow
G40 1DA
Tel: 0141 534 6500

safeguardinginsport@children1st.org.uk
www.safeguardinginsport.org.uk
facebook.com/safeguardinginsport
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What is this toolkit?

eh?

This is a handy guide for anyone who
provides sport or activities on how
to involve young participants – it
helps young people get the most
out of the group. We hope it gives
you the impetus to involve children
and young people in decisions which
affect them, e.g. what their strips
look like and how the club is run,
how they fit in socially etc. And there
are loads of decisions which impact
on them.
There are activities at the back
which you can use to make any
consultations more fun.

Who can use it?
Anyone who involves young people
in sport whether that’s through
clubs, governing bodies of sport,
active schools programmes, play
leaders, regional or national squads,
council staff and teachers.
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Definitions

Just to make things clear …

Ages:
Children and young people are those under the age of 18.

Names:
In this toolkit the phrases: ‘junior section, junior members, children and
young people and youth section’ are interchangeable.

Groups:
In this toolkit the phrases: ‘club, group, organisation’ are
interchangeable.

Parents:
Where the word ‘parent’ is used we mean that to include any parent,
adult or carer with legal guardianship of a young person.

Parental consent:
This is where permission has been obtained from the parent or guardian
for the young person to take part in an activity. See appendix 3 for a
sample consent form.

Participation and Consultation:
In the dictionary there are quite a few explanations of what the word
‘consult’ means, but this sums it up best for our purposes: “to have
regards for someone’s feelings or interests when making plans.”
Consulting young people in your group is about establishing what they
want out of something, e.g. what do they want out of the season ahead?
Participation means your day-to-day involvement of young people. If we
consult our handy dictionary again we find that to participate, means:
“to take part, be or become actively involved or share in.” When we talk
about participation in this toolkit, we do not mean ‘a young person taking
part in your sport’, i.e. playing. We mean ‘a young person being involved
and playing a part in making decisions in relation to your club or activity’,
e.g. having a say in what activities you do during a training session.
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Introduction
Children 1st work to give every child in Scotland a happy, healthy and
secure childhood. Their Safeguarding in Sport service – a partnership
with sportscotland – works closely with governing bodies of sport,
clubs, local authorities and other sports providers and administrators to
ensure children and young people stay safe and have fun.
As an organisation we believe it’s important for children and young
people to be involved in decisions about their lives – and that includes,
where possible, their sporting lives.
When children are consulted, listened to and respected, there are
many rewards to be reaped – long-term participation in sport, a culture
where individuals are respected, a positive ethos in clubs and, most
importantly, the potential for children to grow into confident, involved
individuals. In addition, if a club feels ‘safe’ for children and young
people then they have somewhere to turn if they need help.
Participation is a huge area and this toolkit is not intended to be a
comprehensive look at participation and the theory behind involving
and consulting young people (see sources and Useful Contacts for
organisations that can help). But it will help get you started and help
give you ideas about how children and young people can be involved.
When we talk about participation in this toolkit, we do not mean ‘a
young person taking part in your sport’, i.e. playing. We mean ‘a young
person being involved and playing a part in making decisions in relation
to your club or activity’, e.g. having a say in what activities you do
during a training session.
This resource has been developed with input from children and young
people in sport, governing bodies of sport and local authorities. We
hope it allows you to identify areas where you can consult with children
and young people. Most of all we hope that, as well as empowering the
junior or youth sections of your sport or activity, it makes sport safe and
fun for absolutely everyone.

‘Children are the most vulnerable citizens in
any society and the greatest of our treasures’
Nelson Mandela, Nobel Peace ceremony, Norway 1993
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Your questions answered
You’re
probably
wondering
just what
‘Play your
Part’ is all
about. So
here’s a
quick
rundown…

What’s in this for my club/group?
The key benefits are that listening to children and
young people can:
• lead to long-term participation in the sport
•c
 reate a positive ethos and culture of respect
between adults and children
•h
 elp reduce the risk that children could be
exploited by others
The bottom line is that when you take young people’s
thoughts, feelings, suggestions or ideas into account
the message you give out is: “We value you”. The
result is that young people enjoy the activity more.
They stay, they bring their mates, they spread the
word and your club becomes known as a ‘good place
to be’.
See the Circle of Fun (opposite) to illustrate what we
mean.
As well as the long-term benefit for your club of being
viewed by young people as a good place to be, there
is also a legal and moral argument which underpins
the principle of participation (see appendix 2 for
that) but it is worth noting in particular The United
Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989)
(UNCRC) which states:

“Children and young people have
the right to express a view about
things that affect them”
By listening and involving young people you will
help them build their self-esteem. When you create
a culture in a group where people are treated with
respect and help them to input to important decisions
that affect them you are in fact reducing the risk that
they could be exploited or harmed by others.
You’re probably wondering just what ‘Play your Part’
is all about. So here’s a quick rundown…
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circle of fun

Ask young
people stuff, listen
to and consider
their answers
Long-term
future of your
club looks good;
everyone in club
is looked after
They stay;
they bring their
mates; positive
word of mouth
about your club/
activity

They feel safe/
involved; have a
sense of belonging
and ownership/
enjoy
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Planning a participation exercise

You don’t need a PhD in psychology or a complex
understanding of the theory. But you do need a degree
… of common sense. Working with children and young
people is immensely rewarding. It can also be hard
work and it’s best to be well prepared.
Be realistic about what your group will gain from
working closely with youngsters and, in turn, the
benefits for those who take part.
One thing we should point out is that encouraging
children and young people to participate should never
be done without good planning. And you should be
realistic about what you can deliver. The questions you
should be asking yourself are:
•W
 hy consult?
•W
 ho do you need to speak to before
undertaking a consultation, e.g. your board or
committee? Do you have parents/children’s
consent? (For definition, see page 6; for a
sample consent form see appendix 3)
 hat is the purpose, desired outcome and
•W
what are the benefits?
 here will you undertake the activities (do
•W
they require a lot of room, do you need to book
the function room of the clubhouse etc)?
•W
 hen is best for those involved?
Use this booklet and the activities at the back. Speak
to people who are experienced at working with young
people or who have carried out consultations before
(e.g. a teacher or youth worker). You can also look
up some of the organisations listed in the ‘Useful
Contacts’ section for help and advice.
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Dos and don’ts of consulting
with young people
•D
 ecide whether young people need to be
involved. What do you want to find out? What is
the desired outcome?
•G
 et the backing of your board or committee
•D
 ecide what approach you’re going to take and
think about how you can involve children and
young people
•G
 et parental consent and consent from the
children or young people who will be taking part
•T
 hink about who should be involved in talking to/
running activities for children and young people?
Decide who’s going to do what
•W
 rite down a realistic timeline
• I dentify which groups of children you want to consult
with (eg younger age group, talented athletes)
•T
 hink through any ethical, confidentiality or
practical issues
•M
 ake a decision on what method/s or activities to use
•C
 arry out the consultation and keep notes of the
information you’ve gathered then look in-depth at
the information
•P
 resent your findings and/or recommendations
•G
 ive feedback to those that took part – thank
them in an appropriate way e.g. certificates etc
•R
 eview the whole process
•T
 hink about what went well and what you would
do differently in future
12

•G
 o it alone – you’ll need the backing of
the club or group if you’ve to follow things
through
•T
 ell the youngsters you’ll make sure their
suggestions ‘happen’
•P
 romise what you can’t deliver
•P
 ick young people at random to ask
•T
 hink you can undertake a consultation
without planning it well
• B
 e vague about the purpose of the
consultation
•D
 isregard suggestions
•F
 orget to say thanks
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Running a consultation session

In order that you – and the young people
– can get the most out of a consultation
you need to know where any potential
problems may arise. Will there be any
difficulties in relation to the tasks involved,
the environment or the participants? It’s a
good idea to think through ages, abilities
and any difficulties.
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Different ages
Recognise that older children don’t really like to be in a
group with younger children. Similarly they might find
an older age group too intimidating or struggle with the
exercises or language because it’s pitched at a higher level.
Where possible, try and group juniors with others of similar
age – primary (under 11); early secondary (12-15) and older
teenagers (16 upwards). That said, there is the option for the
older ones (late teens) to work with or act on behalf of the
younger members (as long as they’re well supported).

Conduct
It’s a good idea to encourage the group to draw up a
‘contract’ where they agree what behaviour is acceptable and
unacceptable during the activity. Usually they will come up
with things like: respecting each other, listening to others, not
talking amongst themselves and so on. This helps set the tone
of the activity and allows you to refer the group back to the
agreed rules if you need to. If they’ve signed a consent form
(see appendix 3) then this gives you further back up. Check
out Safeguarding in Sport’s 10 Steps to Safeguard Children
in Sport (see www.safeguardinginsport.org.uk and download
the 10 Steps) which has helpful information in Step 10, the
‘Safe in Care guidelines’).
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Running a consultation session
Different abilities
Just like adults, children have differing levels of
understanding, physical capability and ‘academic’ skills.
That’s why it’s important to:
•R
 ead through any parental consent forms in
relation to the activity or ask those who hold the
forms whether there is anything you should be
aware of.
 now your group, e.g. if anyone has any disabilities
•K
or special needs and adapt accordingly. Those who
are visually impaired may need any handouts etc in
a larger font or for you to write bigger on flipchart
paper. Bear in mind that anyone who’s deaf or
hearing impaired may need to be able to see your
face in order to lip read. Don’t be afraid to ask for
help and advice from the athletes, parents, carers
or from specialist organisations where you are
unsure of participant’s practical ability.
•C
 heck at the very beginning that everyone can see
and hear you.
 tart the session off in a non-threatening and
•S
inclusive way – a bit of small talk helps.
•C
 reate an atmosphere where people won’t feel
intimidated. Splitting into groups of two or three
for some activities can put people at ease.
• It’s good to read back what is on flipchart paper this helps those who are visually impaired, or those
with literacy problems. Using pictures instead of
words is also helpful, e.g. for someone for whom
English is not their first language, someone who’s
dyslexic or even to break the session up a bit.
 ave a good range of activities (see the activities in
•H
the toolkit for ideas) or info finding methods which
suit everyone.
•G
 ive young people the opportunity to opt out or
ask for help.
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Managing expectations
If you ask 20 children what you should call the junior
members’ club it’s a good bet that 19 of them won’t have
their suggestion taken up. That’s why it pays to set out to the
juniors – from the beginning – what you hope to gain from
a consultation and what the likely outcomes might be. If the
juniors know what to expect that’s half the battle.
Be up front about any restrictions involving finances, time or
availability of volunteers or members to push ideas forward.
The golden rule is: don’t promise what you can’t deliver.

Feedback and recognition
If you have involved your group’s youngsters in a consultation
or a project it’s only right that you give them feedback on how
their input has influenced things. You can either speak to them
as a group or write down any progress (post it on your club’s
website or noticeboard but make sure it’s in child-friendly
language and format).
It’s also a good idea to recognise the efforts put in by the
group with thank-you notes, certificates (see appendix 1)
and prizes – they are all great incentives.
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Areas for involvement
Now that we have an idea what participation is (to take part, be or become
actively involved or share in) and why it’s important, let’s get to the practical bit
– what actual things can the young people be involved in?
When we asked governing bodies of sport how their sports could involve
children and young people they came up with a nice, long list. Then we asked
children and young people the same question. You’ll see that some of the
suggestions were pretty similar (we’ve put a * next to them so they’re easy to
identify) and split them into three categories – formal, less formal and informal.

Things that are formal in the club/activity

• Be consulted on the way that
sporting competitions are run
or structured so that they enjoy
them more*
 e represented on the board
• B
or committee, perhaps as a
‘spokesperson’ for the juniors
 ecome recognised ambassadors
• B
or role models for the sport (e.g.
putting up posters in their school
and talking to friends about what
they get out of playing the sport)
• T
 ake part by joining a
committee like the social
committee (they could make
sure that there’s an event for
youths in the social calendar)
• H
 elp choose coaches or people
that support the junior section. If
clubs have ‘interviews’ for these
positions (no matter how formal
or informal) then young people
could ask a few questions or
come up with questions for the
interviewer to ask on their behalf
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Children and young people
told us they would like to:

Children and young people

Governing Bodies

Adults thought children and
young people could:		

 now how Club
• K
Championships are put
together and be involved in
how they’re run*
• B
 e invited to take part in
the Club Championships
 ave their thoughts and
• H
ideas taken into account
• H
 ave everyone there when
decisions are being made
so that no one misses out

Things that are less formal

• B
 e given regular opportunities to
give their feedback on coaching or
activities – what they liked, why and
what they’d like to work on in future*
 ive their opinion on coaches or
• G
people supporting their activity which
can be fed back constructively to the
coach or supporter*
• C
 ome up with some brilliant ideas
for fundraising (they often do!)
and be supported to carry those
ideas through*
• G
 et together as a group to come
up with thoughts and ideas on a
particular issue affecting the club, e.g.
if the club is building a new clubhouse,
what would they like it to have?*
 rite articles or put forward
• W
their suggestions for any club
newsletters or website pages.
They could also check that any
information to be read by young
people is easy to understand
 orm a youth committee or junior
• F
board which represents their interests
• Help arrange youth or activity nights

Children and young people
told us they would like to:

Children and young people

Governing Bodies


Adults
thought children and
young people could:

 ecide what we want to do
• D
when it comes to planning
the night’s training or other
events (it doesn’t have to
be every week, just now
and again)*
• G
 ive opinions of what
we think (this could be
about everything from
the content of training to
membership fees)*
 aise money and choose
• R
what sponsored activities
we do. We’d like to do
more fundraising*
 ave adults ask us what
• H
we would like to do about
things that affect us*
• E
 njoy better food! This
emerges as a really
important thing for children
– so if you’re organising
a tournament and food is
provided it’s worthwhile
consulting on this subject

 elp coach their fellow youngsters
• H
alongside a qualified person

 ave more equipment,
• H
accessories or tools

• W
 hen away trips or tours are
organised they could have input
(within reason) to the itinerary or
accommodation etc

• T
 rain somewhere else
once in a while. One group
suggested going to the
sports centre a few miles
up the road which had
better facilities just for a
change

• E
 ncourage people to come along
and try the sport
• Be given a wad of money to spend!
They could have responsibility
for a budget which they can
spend on, e.g. an end of season
event or on new equipment or kit
(especially if they raise the cash!)
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And the pretty informal

• S
 upport social events and
activities – they’re more likely
to turn up if they’re involved in
the planning
 elp design resources. If
• H
you’re thinking about the
‘look’ of something that young
people will use (e.g. junior
member’s pack etc) you could
ask them to get the pens and
paints out. You could even
have a competition which will
get everyone involved
• L
 eaf through the brochures
and catalogues when the club
is thinking about buying new
strips and give their opinions
• T
 ake part in surveys and
questionnaires where the club
needs young people’s input
 ncourage their mates to
• E
come along to the club
• B
 ecome ‘helpers’ with clear
roles, i.e. the ‘equipment
team’ could be responsible for
collecting in the cones at the
end of training and so on

Children and young people
told us they would like to:

Children and young people

Governing Bodies

Adults thought children and
young people could:

• Be involved in social ‘things’
• Have a say, even when we
can’t be there in person
(e.g. some young people’s
experience was that they
had left the activity, perhaps
to go on holiday, and had
returned to find that things
had changed)
• Do what we want (within
reason!)
• In athletics we’d quite like to
choose the route of the run
instead of being told
• Be involved in more or
different games
• Play outside. We like being
out in the fresh air
• Have more fun
• Try different things – even
let us play different sports
(although many clubs are
one-sport young people do
like a wee change every now
and then and enjoyed the
challenge of playing a new
sport or playing something
easy like rounders)
• Have longer breaks (or, in
some cases, get a break)
during a session
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The barriers
It’s all very well talking about the great things that children
and young people can be involved in. But sometimes there
are obstacles. We asked children and young people what
the barriers were to them participating and what made ‘The
World’s Worst Club’. We also asked adults what they thought
stopped children and young people having a say in their
sport. Here’s what everyone said …
• Adult opinion is seen as ‘more important’
• Adults think they’re ‘too young’ or
‘don’t know enough’
• Lack of opportunity
• Not asked or approached
• Transport
• Time
• Adults’ negative perception of
young people

“I liked it at first
but now it’s really
boring, they
never ask what
we think.”

• Social barriers
• Age (perceived lack of experience)
• Language
• They (children and adults) can’t
be bothered

“There are some
other girls who
bully me and tell
me I’m rubbish.”

• Lack of local opportunities
• Disability
“The coach is too
strict. She shouts
all the time - I
don’t like her.”
21

Overcoming the barriers
The
obstacles
can be split
into four
main areas:
People,
Timing,
Costs and
Environment.
Let’s tackle
them one at
a time.

1. People
The bad news is that this is, by far, the area that has the
most ‘problems’. But the good news is that it is also where
you can have an influence over time. Youngsters said the
main barriers concerning people were:
• Bullies
• Coaches who make fun of us
• Coaches who push us too hard
• People taking drugs
• People swearing
• ‘Suits’ (the adults who run the club) not considering us
We found that children tended to think about
participation in terms of ‘playing sport’ and their answers
reflect this – but it’s still applicable. If a young person is
being treated harshly by a coach the odds are that they
won’t be inclined to take part in any focus groups or
training discussions supervised by that coach.
So, what would make it better?

Possible solutions
This is where it pays to have things in place which set
out the organisation’s commitment to child protection.
We would recommend that you consider the following to
address the ‘people’ issues:

Child Protection Policy

This is really a set of ‘rules’ that everyone follows at
the club. Its aim is to put the wellbeing of children
and young people first. A policy should also contain
a clear procedure for dealing with any difficult issues
– e.g. a coach picking on a player or if a child tells one
of the adults at the club that they are being hurt at
home. Having a policy is the basis for everyone taking
responsibility for child protection.
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Code of Conduct
This sets out what behaviour is acceptable and unacceptable
and can apply to everyone in the club. Having a Code of
Conduct makes it easier to challenge unacceptable behaviour

Club Child Wellbeing and Protection Officer
(CWPO)
Even though everyone has a responsibility to ensure children
are safe from harm a CWPO would be the person you report
any worries concerning young people to. If you have a CWPO
you need to tell the junior members how they can contact the
CWPO if they have a problem or who else they could talk to if
the CWPO is unavailable.

Training
The CWPO, coaches and anyone else who works with the
juniors should be offered training to help them with their
role(s). The course, ‘Safeguarding and Protecting Children,’
is a basic introduction and a great starting point. The next
step is ‘In Safe Hands’ which is more in-depth.
NOTE: If you’re thinking: ‘Help!’ then don’t worry. If
you don’t already have a policy or Code of Conduct in
place it’s pretty easy to write something relevant to your
sport or adopt the policy and Code of Conduct of your
governing body (if you have one). Most governing bodies
have committed to The 2006 Accord for the Protection of
Children in Scottish Sport. Alternatively there is a template
Code of Conduct at the back of this booklet (appendix 4).
For information on all of the above (including training or the
role of a Child Wellbeing and Protection Officer (CWPO))
you can look up www.safeguardinginsport.org.uk or
contact the service on 0141 419 1156.
As for being ‘left out’ by the ‘suits’ organising the activity
young people said that this could be addressed simply by
communication – whether through meetings, notices on the
noticeboard or website.
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2. Timing
This is pretty short and straightforward but the following can
prevent young people helping out with a consultation or factfinding activity:
• The time it’s on is too late
• The day isn’t good
• I’m on holiday
• The club doesn’t last long/lasts too long

Possible solutions
If you’re going to ask young people’s opinions on things you want
to ensure that it’s at a ‘good time’ so that everyone can get the
most out of it. Ask children and their parents what times and dates
suit and don’t forget to ensure that volunteers and coaches are
consulted too. It’s a bit obvious but it’s all about undertaking a
‘poll’ and trying to work out the most convenient date, time and
venue. While we’re on the subject it’s worth a reminder that you
should take time to planning any activities properly.

3. Costs
This is a barrier which adults identified, and we can understand
why. This toolkit is encouraging you to listen to the junior section
and sometimes adults think that by listening they need to act – so
that if the juniors say: “We hate our kit” half the budget is going to
have to be spent to keep them happy.

Possible solutions
Why not ask the junior section to help you find a solution? They
might come up with some great ideas for fundraising and will be
more likely to raise the money themselves because they were
involved in the whole process.
In some cases you may have to persuade your committee or board
or other members that having a small budget for young people’s
participation is a good idea. Point out the positives highlighted at
the beginning of this booklet if they need some encouragement.
Better still, get them involved too!
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4. Environment
Main barriers identified by young people were:
• Poor clubhouse
• Poor facilities

Possible solutions
Again, this may be an area you have little control over but where
you play your sport has a huge bearing on how young people can
be involved in making decisions. Your clubhouse may be used by
other community groups or the facility where you train may have
no space to sit down and discuss issues with your junior section.
Why not travel somewhere else – with lots of good facilities in
good condition – every now and then? Children highlighted – on a
number of occasions – the need for a change every so often.

Ask, Ask, Ask
Hopefully we’re not stating the bloomin’ obvious here, but to
break down some of the barriers to allow young people to
participate you will need their input and advice. Only a 10-yearold can tell you what it’s like to be a 10-year-old at your club, so
ask them.
Your organisation’s role is to provide sport and create
opportunities to listen to young people and to do so in a
responsible and fair way. There will always be obstacles to
overcome, but the young people in your group will help you see
a different perspective, which is no bad thing.
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Useful Contacts and Links

Advice for children
and young people:

For info on Child
Protection and Sport:

ChildLine
Tel: 0800 1111
www.childline.org.uk

Safeguarding in Sport Service
(Children 1st)
Tel: 0141 419 1156
www.safeguardinginsport.org.uk
Help for Clubs
Tel: 0141 534 6500
www.sportscotland.org.uk/clubs/
help-for-clubs
sportscotland
Tel: 0141 534 6500
www.sportscotland.org.uk
Scottish Sports Association
Tel: 0131 339 8785
www.thessa.org.uk
Local Authorities
Tel: 0131 474 9200
www.cosla.gov.uk
Leisure Trusts
Tel: 07825 599499
www.sporta.org/member-directory
Scottish Disability Sport
Tel: 0131 317 1130
www.scottishdisabilitysport.com
The Child Protection in Sport Unit
(NSPCC)
Tel: 0116 366 5590 (England & Wales)
Tel: 0289 0351 135 (N. Ireland)
www.thecpsu.org.uk
Scottish Association of
Local Sports Councils
Tel: 07528 719350
www.salsc.org.uk/sports_council.php
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Children 1st
Tel: 0131 446 2300
www.children1st.org.uk
Scottish Commissioner
for Children and Young People
Tel: 0131 346 5350 (office)
Tel: 0800 019 1179
(young people’s freephone)
www.cypcs.org.uk

Advice and guidance
for adults:
ParentLine Scotland
Tel: 0808 800 2222
www.children1st.org.uk/
parentline-scotland
HandsOnScotland
www.handsonscotland.co.uk
Scottish Government Site – for
information on GIRFEC; child protection
http://www.gov.scot/Topics/People/
Young-People
Scottish Legislation
www.scotland-legislation.hmso.gov.uk
Check out these websites for more
ideas and participation activities:
Children and Young People’s
Commissioner for Scotland: 7 Golden
Rules for Participation
http://www.cypcs.org.uk/education/
golden-rules
Rules for Participation
http://www.savethechildren.org.uk/
resources/online-library/
participation-%E2%80%94-spice-it
Youth Scotland Keep It Real pack
http://www.youthscotland.org.uk/
resources.htm

Important info
It’s fantastic that
you’re reading
this booklet and
thinking about
how you can put
some of it into
practice – but
getting children
and young people
to participate at
your club is just
one element of
good practice.

There are other things you should and could be
doing to ensure that the juniors at your group stay
safe and have fun.
The Safeguarding in Sport service has lots of
experience of working with people who want to
know: What is child protection? And what do we
need to do to keep youngsters safe?
The bottom line is that it’s everyone’s responsibility
to keep children safe from harm and your club or
group can play your part by:
1. H
 aving someone who’s responsible for child
wellbeing and protection – a Child Wellbeing and
Protection Officer. They should be supported by the
club and they should know that they can get help
from Safeguarding in Sport and their governing
body (if they have one) as well as advice from
police or social work. We would always advise
contacting the police or social work in situations
where a child is at risk of harm or has been harmed.
 nsuring that anyone who trains, supervises or
2. E
is in sole charge of children and young people is
checked through Volunteer Scotland Disclosure
Services (VSDS) or Disclosure Scotland. Your club
has a legal and moral obligation to do this.

For information on all
of the points opposite
check out: www.
safeguardinginsport.
org.uk
For support and advice
you can contact our
service on 0141 419
1156. See the Useful
Contacts page for other
organisations who may
be able to help.

 he Child Wellbeing and Protection Officer,
3. T
Coaches and anyone else who works with the
juniors should be offered training to help them
with their role(s). The course, ‘Safeguarding and
Protecting Children’ is a basic introduction and
a great starting point. The next step is ‘In Safe
Hands Club Child Wellbeing and Protection Officer
(CWPO) workshop’ which is more in-depth.
4. If you have a Child Wellbeing and Protection
Officer you need to tell the junior members how
they can contact them and who to turn to if they
have a problem.
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APPENDIX 1
SAMPLE CERTIFICATE OF THANKS

Are grateful to

For helping us develop a resource for
sports clubs which will encourage them
to involve children & young people in
making decisions
Date
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APPENDIX 2
PARTICIPATION AND THE LAW

Young people
have a right to
be listened to on
things that affects
them – that’s why
we’re encouraging
clubs to involve
young people in
making decisions.
It’s not just a good
idea; this principle
has a legal basis,
which is explained
(in part!) here.

The United Nations Convention on the Rights
of the Child (1989) (UNCRC) is the international
framework within which children’s rights and
welfare are safeguarded. And Article 12 of this
convention says:

“Children and young people
have the right to express
a view about things that
affect them”
Article 12 is a big deal. So much so that the
Commissioner for Children and Young People
(Scotland) Act 2003 has a good whack (section 5)
dedicated to it. This Act also sets out (in section 6)
what the Commissioner must do to consult young
people and communicate with them.
The UK has signed up to and must comply with the
Convention. They uphold the UNCRC by making laws.
For example, one of these laws is The Children
(Scotland) Act 1995. One of the main principles of
this Act is the right of children to be heard on major
issues. Everyone has a duty to safeguard “a child’s
health, development and welfare”. The welfare of
the child is paramount and the views of the child
must always be considered.
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APPENDIX 3
CHILD & YOUNG PEOPLE’S PARTICIPATION CONSENT FORM
[Club]
values the involvement of children
in our sport. As part of our commitment to involving children and young
people, your child has been invited to attend a consultation meeting/activity.
During this meeting/activity [name of person/people or organisation]
will be working with the children and young
people in the club to identify their thoughts and hear their ideas on [subject]

We need you to you complete this form so that your child can take part in this
activity. All information will be treated with sensitivity, respect and will only be
shared with those who need to know e.g. a team manager or first aider.
Section to be completed by child/young person
I confirm that I want to attend the meeting at [venue]
on [date]

between [time from and to] at
about

.

I understand that [named person running activity]
is responsible for my safety and wellbeing during the meeting and agree to participate.
Signed [child/young person]:

Date:

Name: [child/young person]:
Parents/Carers please complete the information below should you wish your
child to attend.
I am aware that group members will be expected to discuss and give opinions
on various topics.
I understand that meetings will take place at [venue]
on [date]
between [time from and to]
I am aware that the contact person for this project should I have any further
queries is

and they can be contacted on

I give consent for [full name and date of birth], to attend the above meeting.
Address:

Contact No:
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Mobile No:

.

Please give details of ANY medical condition of which the organisers have to be
aware. Include details of any medication that has to be taken. Please inform us
if there is anything else that it would be useful for the organisers to know in order
that your child can fully participate. Does your child have any medical conditions
that we should know about? (all information will be treated as confidential)
YES

NO

If yes, please provide more details

Does your child take any medication?		

YES

NO

Please give details
Does your child have any special requirements in terms of access, care needs,
routines or diet?
Please give details

Please ensure that your child brings enough medication, toiletries etc for the
duration of the session.
I give my consent for any emergency medical treatment. I have discussed this
form with the young person concerned, and they know what I have written.
Signed [parent/carer]:

Date:

Name [parent/carer]:
Please give details of any special dietary requirements or food allergies of
which we should be aware of for catering purposes:

Please return completed form to

by
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APPENDIX 4
SAMPLE CODE OF CONDUCT
A Code of Conduct has a number of important functions. It:
• Sets out what behaviour is acceptable and unacceptable.
• Defines standards of practice expected from those to whom it applies.
• Forms the basis for challenging and improving practice.
• Helps to safeguard staff by encouraging them to adhere to agreed standards
of practice
• S
 ets out for children and parents/carers the standards of practice which they and
the organisation should expect from those who work/volunteer with children.
[Organisation name] supports and requires all members to observe the
following standards of practice, including verbal and non-verbal actions when
involved in activities with children.
All concerns about breach of this Code of Conduct will be taken seriously and
responded to in line with [Organisation name] Complaints Policy*, Performance
Management*, Disciplinary Procedure and/or Procedure for Responding to
Concerns about Child Abuse*.
* delete as appropriate to your organisation

Good practice
• Make sport fun, enjoyable and promote fair play.
• Treat all children equally, with respect, dignity and fairness.
• Involve parents wherever possible.
• B
 uild balanced relationships based on mutual trust that empower and include
children in the decision-making process.
• Always work in an open environment. Avoid private or unobserved situations.
• Put the wellbeing of each child first before winning or achieving performance goals.
 e an excellent role model including not smoking or drinking alcohol in the
•B
company of children.
• Give enthusiastic and constructive feedback rather than negative criticism.
• Recognise the developmental needs and capacity of children
•A
 void excessive training and competition, pushing them against their will and
putting undue pressure on them.
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Practice to be avoided
In the context of your role within [Organisation name], the following practice
should be avoided:
• Having ‘favourites’ – this could lead to resentment and jealousy by other
children and could be misinterpreted by others.
• Spending excessive amounts of time alone with children away from others.
• E
 ntering children’s bedrooms on trips away from home, unless in an
emergency situation or in the interest of health and safety. If it is necessary to
enter rooms, alert the occupants by knocking and announcing your intention
to enter. The door should remain open, if appropriate.
• W
 here possible, doing things of a personal nature for children that they can
do for themselves.

Unacceptable practice
In the context of your role within [Organisation name], the following
practices are unacceptable:
• Engaging in sexually provocative games, including horseplay.
• E
 ngaging in rough or physical contact except as permitted within the rules of
the game or competition.
• Forming intimate emotional, physical or sexual relationships with children.
• Allowing or engaging in touching a child in a sexually suggestive manner.
• Allowing children to swear or use sexualised language unchallenged.
• Making sexually suggestive comments to a child, even in fun.
• Reducing a child to tears as a form of control.
•A
 llowing allegations made by a child to go unchallenged, unrecorded or not
acted upon.
• Inviting or allowing children to stay with you at your home.
• A Coach and/or other leader sharing a room alone with a child.
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Activities
Now you get to the good bit – the fun activities that
you can use as a basis to explore young people’s
thoughts and ideas on things that affect them.
The following activities can be amended or adapted to suit your group
or consultation exercise. The more you use them the more confident
you’ll become. Feel free to photocopy or use them any way you wish.
We’ve tried to keep them really simple, setting out what the aim of
the activity is as well as the resources needed, number of people
taking part and rough timing.
They fit (roughly) into three categories:

• Energetic/movement
games

• Information
gathering
• In-depth look
Sometimes there’s a bit of trial and error. When we tried the
Discussion Carousel activity we were outside. Maybe it was because
there were no chairs, maybe it was the fact that the juniors had
just finished their training, but it was totally chaotic. Despite this
the young people – who used Dot Voting to share their thoughts –
apparently enjoyed the activity. All good stuff.
You’ll be amazed at how well the simple things work. On the Bank
or In the Pond is a cracker for younger children (primary age) if your
session starts to flag.
We’ve never known the World’s Worst to fail, Top Tips is fast and easy
for everyone involved and How, How, How? is great for looking at
solutions to problems.
These activities are great for information gathering and having fun.
If you want to look more in-depth at problematic issues which have
arisen at the club, e.g. bullying then we would recommend that you
speak to us at Safeguarding in Sport on 0141 419 1156. We may have
something more appropriate for you.

Now go forth and
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involve...
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INFO GATHERING

POST-ITS IDEAS STORM

tactics
number of players

time
kit
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An information gathering
exercise done in small groups
3-100+ people
15 minutes

•D
 ifferent coloured post-it
notes (or different coloured
pens if you can only get
yellow post-it ones!)
• Pens, flip chart and markers

How does it work?
• D
 ivide into groups and give each one some
post-it notes and a pen. Write the question to be
discussed up on a flip chart, for example:
• What should be the aims of a Youth Forum?
• How can we encourage more young people to join?
• What makes a good social event?

Why do we like it?
• Everyone has the opportunity to contribute their ideas.
• You don’t have to say what your idea is in front of
the whole group.
• O
 nly one person per group has to write – this can
be a facilitator.
• C
 lumping similar ideas together makes shared
issues stand out.
• If each group has different coloured post-its, they
can see their ideas contributing to the whole picture.
• If you want to know who wrote what, you can
note which group had which colour.
• You can easily move the post-its around on the big sheet!
• It looks nice!

Developments/Adaptations
• If you are working with a small group, they can
work in pairs.
• W
 rite a big list of issues as you feedback ideas,
with ‘scores’ to highlight the more recurrent ones.
• Ask for only five ideas per group, prompting a discussion
about the ideas before they get written down.
• You can stick the post-its onto an image.
• Stick the post-its directly onto a chart.
•Y
 ou can allow people to draw visual images if they
prefer that to writing.
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INFO GATHERING

DISCUSSION CAROUSEL

tactics

	
A way to discuss an issue which allows
everyone to give their own opinions and
listen to others on a one-to-one basis.

		
number of players
3-100+ people

time

		
	

kit
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20 minutes
• Chairs for everyone and a watch or clock
•A large diagram of the two concentric
circles often helps!

How does it work?
Get everyone to move their chairs so that they make
two concentric circles, the inner one facing out and
the outer circle facing in. There should be the same
number of people in each circle so that everyone is
facing someone who they can talk to. Set up a topic
for discussion, e.g. ‘How can we improve training
sessions?’ or ‘What could we do to raise money
for new equipment’? Give everyone a minute to
consider their views then give the inner circle one
minute to tell the person sitting opposite what they
think. The outer circle must listen and not speak.
Then swap over so the outer circle speaks while the
inner circle listens. Then move people around; i.e. get
the inner circle to move one seat clockwise and the
outer circle to move one seat anti-clockwise. Now ask
the inner circle to explain what their previous partner’s
views were, in 30 seconds, and then do the same with
the outer circle. They can then express their own views
to this new partner so that each person has four sets of
ideas to consider: their own, and those of their first and
second partners, and their second partner’s partner.
Phew!

Why do we like it?
• Everyone has to express their views on a subject but
they only have to speak to one person at a time.
•P
 eople are encouraged to listen to the opinions of
others as well as expressing their own.
•P
 eople have to repeat other people’s views. This
can be very powerful, especially in a mixed adult/
young person group when adults have to express
the views of a young person and vice versa.
•A
 minute isn’t too long if you don’t feel you have
much to say.
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INFO GATHERING

DOT VOTING

tactics

	A way to prioritise a series
of ideas/opinions

		
number of players
10-100+ people

time

		

kit
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5 - 10 minutes
• A big list of ideas
• Dots for everyone

How does it work?
Create a list of possible answers in response
to a question or statement on a flip chart; for
example, ‘what activities do you like doing in this
toolkit?’ Leave some space next to each answer.
Give everyone three sticky dots and ask them
to place their dots next to the three activities
they would most like to do. You can all see
immediately which are the most popular.

Why do we like it?
• It is a very quick method of voting.
• You can give people one or more dots.
• You don’t have to talk about your choices.
• Your vote is anonymous.
• T
 here is a very clear visual image once voting has
taken place.

Developments/Adaptations
•D
 ot Voting can be used to determine which issues
to focus on.
• You can restrict people to one vote each.
• You could use visual images to depict the ideas so
that no reading is necessary – this would require
advance preparation.
• You can colour code the votes to see if people
vote differently according to age, gender, adults/
young people, geographical area, and so on.
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INFO GATHERING

IDEAS AVALANCHE

tactics

	A way to quickly gather ideas
from a group.

		
number of players
3-30 people

time
kit
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10minutes
• Flip chart and markers

How does it work?
Set the topic for discussion and ask for suggestions.
As people call out their ideas, write them up on a
flip chart.
It is crucial that you write down everyone’s
suggestions to value them, even if they seem
impossible or unrealistic.
Once the Ideas Avalanche is over you can discuss
which ideas are most practical, whether any are
impossible because of safety issues, finance, or the
law, and which ones should be discussed further.

Why do we like it?
• It is potentially a quick way to get lots of ideas.
• The whole group can see, hear and be inspired by
the ideas as they are shared.
• A
 s long as you create a safe space and really do
value all suggestions, then people tend to let their
imaginations run and often come up with many
creative ideas.

Developments/Adaptations
• If you feel people are excluded from this
activity through shyness or over-enthusiastic
participation of others, then you could use Postits ideas Storm instead.
• If no one puts forward ideas, suggest a ‘murmur’
time where everyone talks to the person next to
them for a minute to see if they can come up with
something together.
•Y
 ou can deliberately take suggestions from
different areas of the circle to prevent one person
from dominating.
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ENERGETIC/MOVEMENT GAME

THE WIND BLOWS

tactics

	An information gathering exercise which
is light-hearted and gets people moving
around and sitting in different seats.

		
number of players
10-100+ people

time
kit
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10-15 minutes
• Everyone in a circle.
• Some categories prepared in advance (on
paper or in your head)
• Somewhere to write down the results if you
want – it might be useful to remember later
that e.g. 80% like doing circuit training.

How does it work?
The group sits in a circle (it’s better with chairs, but can
work without). The facilitator says “the wind blows all the
people who… e.g. like a certain training exercise”. Anyone
who fits into that category must stand up and be ‘blown’
to a different seat. You can encourage people to float on
the breeze like a leaf, be a cool leaf that walks, or even an
unenthusiastic leaf that doesn’t move very fast or very
far! Continue with the wind blowing different categories
of people until the group is well shuffled.

Why do we like it?
If you pick a category you can see first (e.g. people
wearing trainers) then peer pressure often gets people
moving. Asking non-threatening questions like “…who
have a brother” or “…who have lived in this town all
their lives” can help to create an atmosphere where it is
easy to move. Pick topical categories like people who
attended local sporting or music events.
The game works in most settings with any number of
participants. It can also work for most sensitive issues –
‘the wind blows anyone with specific needs they want the
group to know about’, e.g. bad back, hearing impairment.

Developments/Adaptations
• Instead of moving round to a new seat, you can just step
forward; maybe take a bow or wave when you fit into a
particular category. This can be a useful adaptation if you
have any participants who use a wheelchair.
•M
 aking a point of getting people to identify those
things they have in common with can help to break
down prejudices.
• Y
 ou can have themed ways of moving (e.g. modes of
transport, animals, dinosaurs…).
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ENERGETIC/MOVEMENT GAME

ALPHABETICAL ISLANDS

tactics

		 A
 game to get everyone
moving and sitting next to
different people.

		
number of players
10-100+ people

time
kit
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10+ minutes

• A sheet of newspaper for
each person and a loud
voice!

How does it work?
Get everyone to stand in a circle and give them a sheet of
newspaper. Tell them to tear it in half and stand on one of the
pieces. Ask them to do origami with the other half and make a
shark by screwing up the paper and throwing it into the middle
of the circle. You then tell them that they are no longer standing
on a piece of paper in a room but are each on an individual island.
But this is no ordinary string of islands – so they have to get
themselves in alphabetical order of first names with all the Angelas
and Andrews at one ‘end’, and all the Zoes and Zacs at the other.
If they step in the water they will be eaten by the sharks so they
must co-operatively move around the islands! You can put on
your shark-proof boots and provide a piggyback service to help
people if you want to (especially for large groups). You can put
on a time limit if you want, e.g. two minutes. Check their success
by sending a Mexican Wave round the circle as you call out the
letters of the alphabet (they lift their arms as you say their letter).

Why do we like it?
• It usually makes people laugh.
• It moves people from sitting in their friendship groups.
• The Mexican Wave is a good energiser.
• It allows people to move around and make a noise between
quiet listening times like welcomes and introductions.

Developments/Adaptations
• You don’t have to use newspaper; you can use chairs or just stand.
• You don’t have to have sharks; you can make it okay to walk around.
• You can get into order of things other than alphabetical names,
such as date of birth, distance travelled to get here and so on.
• You don’t have to make a circle; you can make a line from one
end of the room to the other.
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ENERGETIC/MOVEMENT GAMES

ON THE BANK or IN THE POND

tactics

	A game to promote good
listening. Good for refocusing after a break.

		
number of players
10-50 people
		

time
kit
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5-10 minutes
None

How does it work?
Get the group into a circle, kneeling on the floor
and facing inwards. You, the caller, explain that for
this game there are four positions:
• On the bank – hands on your knees
• In the pond – hands on the floor
• The Judge – standing up and looking serious
• Judging – pointing at the accused
The game is a very simple version of ‘Simon Says’.
People must get into one of two positions, ‘On
the bank’ or ‘In the pond’ according to which one
you call. If anyone is not in the right place (i.e. on
the bank when they should be in the pond or vice
versa!) then they become a judge.
Judges stand on the edge of the circle watching
carefully and point accusingly at anyone who is in the
wrong place! Judges’ decisions are final. The game
continues until there are only a few people left – those
who are obviously good at listening but taking the
game far too seriously! Applaud them and move on.

Why do we like it?
• It’s really simple.
•E
 veryone stays part of the game – if you are ‘out’
then you get a higher status role.
• If people are getting too good at being in the
right place you can add a rule, ‘Do as I say, not as
I do’, and then try to confuse them by being in the
opposite position to the one you just said. That
should get rid of a few from the circle!
•T
 here doesn’t have to be an outright winner; in
fact it’s better to stop the game when there are a
few champions for the judges to applaud!
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IN-DEPTH LOOK

HOW, HOW, HOW?

tactics

	An activity which allows you to look at an issue in more
depth or to break it down into smaller chunks.

		
number of players
20 people max

time

		
	

kit
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20 minutes

•A
 long wide sheet of paper – the back of wallpaper or
two pieces of flip chart
joined together.
• Markers
• A ‘How…?’ question.

r

How does it work?
Write a ‘How…?’ question on a long, wide piece of
paper and draw four or five arrows coming from it.
Ask the question, and write down any suggestions
at the end of the arrows. For example:
‘How would you stop things becoming boring at
your club?’
Explore these suggestions in more detail by asking
‘How…?’ again. People might suggest, ‘Get friends
to join’. You must then ask ‘How?’ again, to which
they might answer ‘Get them to come along and try
it’. You need to ask ‘How?’ again to each of these…
‘How can we get them to come along and try it?’
to which they might answer, ‘Put something on
internet, and get the club to go into the school and
talk about it,’ and so on.

Why do we like it?
•Y
 ou can break a problem/task down into smaller
issues/tasks.
•Y
 ou can use How, How, How? for action planning
to determine what needs to be done and who will
do what.
•Y
 ou can even explore more ‘off the wall’ ideas
which may lead to exciting places and to some
dead ends!

Developments/Adaptations
• Y
 ou can also ask, ‘What, What, What?’ or ‘Why,
Why, Why?”
•Y
 ou can set up small groups to work on individual
ideas.
• You can stick the post-its onto an image.
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IN-DEPTH LOOK

WORLD’S WORST

tactics

	A way to highlight issues
by exploring them in their
negative extreme.

		
number of players
5-30+ people

time

		

kit 		
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20 minutes
•F
 lip chart and markers for
writing up ideas

How does it work?
Think of a situation or role you want to explore and
challenge the group to describe the ‘world’s worst’
version of it, for example, the ‘world’s worst coach’
or the ‘world’s worst team kit’. Ask the group (you
may need to split into smaller groups) to ‘draw’ the
world’s worst, e.g. the worst coach may be smoking
or shouting. Then use these ideas to identify the
issues that need to be addressed. You can then
move on to finding solutions to the problem.
For example the World’s Worst coach ‘only does
what he/she wants and shouts all the time.’
Issue: The coach is not treating players with respect.
Solution: Coaches should be properly trained to
work with children and a process put in place (code
of conduct) to deal with these issues.

Why do we like it?
• B
 y confronting a situation or role in its extreme,
difficult elements are expressed as caricatures of
themselves and are easy to ridicule and often funny.
• People can reveal painful truths in a light-hearted
atmosphere.
• It is a fun way to get to serious issues.

Developments/Adaptations
•G
 et the group to do a ‘World’s Best’ which will
highlight the positive attributes they are looking for.
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NOTES
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Copies of this document can be
made available in other formats
and languages. Please contact the
Safeguarding in Sport Service for
more information (0141 419 1156).

Safeguarding in Sport
Children 1st
Academy Park
Unit 8000
Gower Street
Glasgow G51 1PR
Tel: 0141 419 1156

www.safeguardinginsport.org.uk
Safeguarding in Sport is a partnership between Children 1st
(Registered Scottish Charity No SC016092) and sportscotland
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